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BRYAN'S- COODBYElatfigailurgfiandt

NEW STREET WORK AN EAGLES HOME

GREIF DEAD

The Jefferson Club Banquet
Practically a Boom.

Board of Public Works Want The Chance Paducah Has
To Secure Institution.
Improvements Checked

Demise Occurred Rather
Suddenly Last Evening.

agyaifnurnA
acse aagreasiintltannde
yet
stands today, twice defeated for the
presidency, the foremost man in America,

t $4,

4

PADUCAH, KY., THURSDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 14. 1905. •

town, outside the metropolis could
lay claim to as many establishments
o: this nature.
At the meeting of Paducah aerie
last evening the following committee was selectee to boom the home
project, and to interest the c(.nmmercial c Os in the mattes: Ben Weible,
rOairman, R. E. L. Moshe!), and
I.ouis P. head. This'.ommiitewll
at once commence a vigorous camORDER HAS noisome.
JUST AS SOON AS
paign for the Eagles' home. To it HAD BEEN ILL ONLY
AS A 'OIELT
BAD WEATHER OPENS.
THE PST FEW DAYS.
was also referred the matter of securing a home for the local aerie. The
board of trustees, Dr. Horace Rivers,
Will Ask the Legislative Board to Local Aerie to Move to Secure the Y.. IL Ferriman and j
eceased Was ,Native-of
Home for Paducah—A Worthy
reported having closed a deal for the
Heed Their Protest and That of
Esteemed and Most Worthy •
Cause.
use of the K. of P. hall for tempothe People.
Gentleman.
rary use, and Paducah aerie will meet
there in future, beginning next Wednesday evening. The appointment of
L. P. HEAD, OF CITY,
PROPOSED SEWERAGE EXNO ANNOUNCEMENT
PRESIDENT OF STATE. L. P. Head as state grand' president
TENSION PROGRESSING.
OF FUNERAL MADE.
was endorsed.

Other Addresses.
At the banquet covers were laid
for soo guests, and among those present were Congressman H. T. Rainy,
of Illinois; 011ie M. James, of KenENTHUSIASTIC SPEECHES
tucky; Mayor Edward F. Dunne, of
BY KENTUCKY FRIENDS. Chicago; Jedge James B. Tarvin, of
Covington, Ky.; Satoh' Alschulero of
Aurora, IlI. E. L. Masters, president
Bryan Declares it too Early to Eie- of the Jefferson club; Clarence S.
cide on Any Man For Next
Darrow. and other Chicagoans. Wil•
Contest.
liam Prentiss was toastmaster. He
introduced as first speaker Congressman Rainey, of Illinois, who spoke
of "Our Obligations as a World
MANY TALKS BY
LEADING GENTLEMEN. Power." Congressman Rainey's address had as a keynote trade expansion and the need of tariff revision.
with
Isaac Schaimus, a Russian Jew, of
Chicago, Sept. oe—lt is generally He concluded amid applause,
Another excellent acquisition for New York, has been arrested at
Mr. At yesterday's meeting of the
admiration
for
of
The entire sounnunity will be
expressions
regarded in political circles that last
pbeasant tour board of public works it was decided this city is being worked ice and if Oyster Bay, L. I., for persestent ef- shocked and deeply grieved to learn
a
wishes
for
Bryan
and
night's banquet of the Jefferson club
Bryan "to to lay before the legislative boards landed will be lone of the greatest forts to see President Roosevelt to that last evening at 8:is o'clock, Mr.
practically launches a boom for the and a safe return of Mr.
he
loves
and
who love of this city the protests of different things ever captured for Paducah sell thins coal. Schamus is regarded John V. Grier expired at iris home,
those
whom
third nomination of William J. Bryan
people who oppose the Kentucky within her history thus ftf. The a 'harmless crank.
on Jackson street at Sixth, after a
for the presidency, who was the him"
avenue and Jefferson street recon- matter in question is location here
ten days' illness with stomach trouble
club's guest of honor on the eve of
struction work gong ahead after it of the Widows' and Orphans' Home
that had its origin through a severe
his departure for a trip around the
reaches Fifth and Jefferson and to be erected next year by the Order
chill that affected him the middle of
wor16.
Fourth on the avenue. The board of of Eagles of the United States.
last week. Many of his most intiHarmony was the keynote of the
works has asked the legislative bodover
Sioncloci
in
its
That
body
has
mate friends did not know of his illaffair but this harmony had to include
ies to concur in a recommendation treasury that it has no present use
ness, therefore his death comes doub
the claims of Mr. Bryan to the leadMR. JOHN PORTEOUS WILL that the work be stopped at these for whatever, and at the meeting in GANG CAN'T STAND THE PRES- ly surprising, and is a -distinct loss to
ership of the democratic party. Even
SURE IN PHILApoints' so it will not go ahead in Denver, Col., several weeks ago of
RAISE VEGETABLES OUT
the city.
the issue on which Mr. Bryan expects
DELPHIA.
OF
SEASON.
a
will
such
manner
that
cold
weather
practhe
national
aerie
about
it.
was
to fight the republican nominee was
Mr. Grief seemed to be getting betcome along and catch the contractors tically settled that there should be
furnished at the love feast. This ister yesterday, but last swelling took
with the streets torn up and compel constructed at some central point in
4
sue Mr. Dryan brought' into the
a sudden change for thivWorse and
•sfi
limelight in his speech on "Democ- Greenhouses Near Oak Grove Ceme- them to leave same in that condition, the country a handsome home where- Reform Party Forces Four of Old rapidly sank until claimed by the
which would practically be impass- in will be cared for the widows anti
Line Men to Get Off the Municitery Are Being Converted Suitracy vs Centralization.' Mb'. Bryan,
is%
Grim Reaper.
able. The legislative wiseacres have' orphans of ckeeased members of the
pal Ticket,
able for This Use.
it is known, has ben in a most reNo man stood higher or was more
instructed that the wok proceed and secret organization. The national
ceptive frame of mind in respect to a
dearly beloved than the deceased,
this has brought forth loud protests body selected a committee to work
third nomination since the defegA of
who was widely known throughout
from all sides, and the board of cut the means or erection of the
Judge Parker.
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. II—Chair- this portion of the state, and particN11'. John Psrteous, the tombstone
Congressman 011ie
James %and dealer of West reintbk street, is pre wv.yrks will try to reason with the building, also reported upon the man Miles, of the republican city ularly by everyone of this communJudge James P. Tarvin, of Ken- paring to embark into another busi- other ,city dadies to show them their management and in fact gather to- committee, today received letters ity. He was born here sixty-three
tucky, in ttieir speeches, declared that ness that he will conduct in connec- error in ordering the operations to gether what they could in relation to from the republican organization can- years ago and had made the city his
Bryan was the man to lead democracy tion with that of the rnarbleyards. proceed. The bonrd will also show the project, and make a report at didates for the county offices to be home ever since, except for the sevthem what pressure i' being brought the next national assemblage which voted for at the November election
again.
The new feature is that of winter
eral years be was away during the
to bear by the public to stop things' will be held dunng own at Milwau- withdrawing from the tickets.
ardner and during the cold months
civil war. He was the son of Frank
in
the
certain
stage they will exist kee, Wis.
Too Early, Says Bryan.
The candidates who withdrew are: and Mary Grief, early pioneer, and,
he will raise lettuce, parstOps, radMr. Bryan, however, evidently ishes and in fact everything that can when there is reached the points men
Barry C. Ramsey, candidate for when the war broke out enlisted as a
The Paducah aerie is anxious to
thought that his friends were a• trifle possibly be produced in this especial tioned and not leave the public to locate the home here and will prose- sheriff; 'oho B. Lukens, 'candidate private in the
Paducah company that
traverse tornup highwayslhduring the cute a strong
hasty, so he checked the boomers in line.
warfare for this Tenth. for coroner; Hugh Black and Jacob went out with the Third Kenturky
bad
spell.
these words:
Some years ago Mr. Porteous conThe Order of Earri4 was first or- Wildemore, candidates for iountY regiment of infantry, and participated
"I want to make my position per- nucted a flower house near the cetneThe board yesterday talked over in ganized seven years ago and has commissioner.
in a most gallant and brave manner
fectly clear; I want to say to you tery and ertxted for this purpose sty- formally the matter of creating the grown so
rapidly that at present their 'A special committee will be held in all the bloody conflicts although
that not only am I not announcing a eral long
greenhouses covered with new sanitary sewerage district, but membership in the United States to fill the vacacies caused by the which that body of Southern soldiers
candidacy, but I am not permitting a glass
viols, underneath of which were nothing will be done untl City En- numbers over aoo,000 affiliates. The withdrawals. Ransley is president of went. He covered himself with glory
qk V
candidacy.
kept
the
flowers anil plants. They gineer Washington gets finished the local body was instituted, only a few the select council and is one of the and honor by many courageous deeds
-1 am not now a candidate for any
Luloens, of bravery, and no more gallant or
disoontinueol that calling and now map he is having drawn of that por- weekseago and now has nearly rS0 local republican leaders.
office. I have never said that I would m
tion of the city which will include the rnernbtrs, while the roll of affiliation Black and Wildrnore are ward lead- fearless soldier ever went to the
John
Poreous
has
taken
the
never again be a candidate for ofterritory lying between Ninth and is rapdly increasing all the time and ers and prominent in the councils of front to fight for his country.
fice, but I want to say now that talk glass covered structenes and is con- Fountain avenue and
Kentucky ave- prospects are that it will shortly be the party. They *ere nominated by
verting
them
into
a
w
nter
garden
After the war was over Mr. Grief
of candidacy for office does not affect
nue
and
Trimble
street.
After he the largest secret order in the city. the regular republican convention returned here and resumed his proles
where
during
the
cold
months
he
will
nie as it onpe did. I believe that my
gets the map done it will then show For the state there are flourishing held some time previous to Mayor sion of blacksmith and wagonmaker,
place in, history will be determined raise the vegetagles mentioned. IS
plainly what is needed and how it and prosperous subordinate bodies Weaver's break with the organization. whoch he has followed all of his life,
not by What the people are abk to one of these houses a winter or two
can be gone abodt, and definite action existing at Louisville, Lexington, Coy Since then a committee of twenty-one as have his two brothers, Alderman
ago
he
raised
lettuce
and
radishes
do for me. but by what I am ab:e to
,will be taken at ths time. The map ington, Newport, Bellevue, Hender- citizens have endeavored to secure,
A. W. Grief, of Kentucky avenue,
do for fhe people. (Applause and and furnished there to the Palmer,
the nomination of an entire new
:will be finished in a week or two.
which
was
glad
to
get
them
son and several other points.
because
Mr. Henry Grief, of South
and
cheer'.) I think it is now too soon to
ticket foT the purpose of securing reFourth street. The deceased was a
choose a candidate for president to these edibles are considered a rarity 'Orders were given by the board to
The national body expects to put form within the party.
skilled man in that line and many
nuke the race three years from now; for this section of, the country out- City Clerk Henry Bailey to have pub- at least Stoo,000 into the home for
The city party, a reform organizalished as soon as possible all ordi- the widows and orphans, and as yet
vehicles came out of his
substantial
-it is too early to pledge ourselves to side the usual seasons.
The greenhouses are, heated with nances calling for street and other st'Snly two eties have made bids for tion, and the democratic party have establishment, and his workmanship
any one man. I trust that before
any
announced their opposition to
the time comes to name a man for hot water and Mr. Porteous will, be public work so the improvements can the institution, Guthrie, Okla., and
was of a perfect nature.
ticket that may be named by the orin
shape
n
a
few
he
weeks
pushed
forward
as
rapidly
to
as
posplant
his
the next presidential race light may
Shortly after the war the deceased
Broadwater, Mont. Gutink promised ganization of republicans.
be thrown upon our party's pathway vegetables and commence cultivating sible. No work can be started be- them a site, but thus far the "promunited in marriage to Miss Isawas
The committee of twenty-one is
fore the ordnances are in force, and ise" is the only thing up, while Broad
that a man may be chosen who will them.
bella
Jones, who was the daughter
of
members
prominent
these bills do not become effective water has a big hotel there that has composed of
be able to do for the partrenore than
of
Mr.
sand Mrs. A. S. Jones, promithe Union league. Recently a subI have yet been able to do."
BARON KOMURA HAS TYPHOID until after they are published in the proven a failure and they want to sell committee of the republican city nent residents of this city durng
official newspaper.
sit to the Eagles for their home, but committee for the purpose of select- those days.
"Bryant Bryan! Btrml" Says James. Japanese Envoy is Ill at His ApartFor years past Mr. Grief had occuRegarding work to be done this this will be turned down.
•
ing new candidates for the republican
011ie James brotight erninc) after
ments in New York.
pied
the position of adjutant for the
fall orders were issued by the board
brethren
s
intention
of
The
the local
ticket.
round of applause hy. the eulogy of
James T. Walbert camp of Confedermembers to rush everything so the is to interest the Commercial club
Bryan and the plei. for democratic
Victoria, B. C., Sept. Is.—Advices cold weather will not catch any con- and public at largg in the project and
ate veterans of this city, and the orharmony with whicli. he closed a are received frtin Tokio by the em- tracts only half way completed and see if a handsome site and possibly SIXTY PEOPLE
ganizations thtt pieceded this one.
WERE INJURED
speech in which be, dec:ared that press of India that, at a meeting of the highways thereby left in bad con- cash bonus could not be offered for
He was a man more closely identified
Bryan had kin* agoo deghteed in favor the Deihl Kisha club, a newspaper as- dition.for the winter.
procurance of the substantial struct- Trailer on Pittsburg Railway Was with Oonfederate reunion, and other
of crushing the trusts, reforming the sociati•sn, convened to express sym- To City Engineer Wasiiingtrn was ures An institution of this character
affairs coming up, than any other of
Hurled From Track.
tariff and brining to arbitration all pathy for Prof. Tomizu, whose out- referred the question. of extendsig in Paducah would be the greatest
this city. He was authority on incispoken criticism of the peace treaty Sowell street in Mechanicsburg from advertisement for the town possible,
international *dti'spitek
dents
connected with the civil war
Pittsburg, Sept. 13.—Sixty passen'Democrats of the South greet their caused
removal from his profes- its parsent terminus for a distance while the fifinaneal, benefits to the
memory never failed him rehis
and
seriously,
by
gers were injured, nine
democratic brethren p the country sorial chair at Tokio University, ar- of -many hundred feet. The engineer city would be
garding
details as to dates, conflicto
unlimited.
the sverturning of a trailer attached
and beg for' harmonf—tbe harmony rangements were made to receive is to
wee if the private property ownMr. L. P. Head, the nominee of the to a tratcion car on the Homestead etc.
that "despiseth the gain of oppres- Baron Kornura with funeral rites ou
From an official standpoint the deers have dedicated sufficient right-of- democratic party for state leirslature. division Of the Pittsbing Railway
sion:" the haritiOny that "shaketh it% his return to Tokio from America.
way through their land for the exten- and one of the k-ading membere of company near the Glenwood bridge ceased had served his city honorably
hands from the bolding of bribes:"
New York, Sept. t3.—Threc phyin years gone by, having occupied
sion to be made. The rights have to the local Eagles, yesterday morning today.
the harmony that( "stoppeth its ears sicians who are *tending Baron Koseats
in the aldermanc board, coonbe dedicated to the mpnicipality be- received a communication from the
the
The accident was caned by
from seeing evil, for we are pregnised nstara, the chief of the Japanese peace
fore a pubic highway can be con- national president stating the latter failure of the brakes to work prop- cilmanic bodies and with the school
that those nix) heep this faith shall envoys, decided today that the bartrustees. He was more prominently
had selected the Paducahan as the erly.
"dwell on high; their place of defense on has typhoid fever. His intended structed.
identified with the schools than any
Checks
Kentucky
Eagles.
The
were ordered drawn in fa- president for
The car and trader were crowded
shaH be the munitions of rocks." We return trip to Japan via Seattle todepartment of the municipal
other
shortvor
of
the
will
American
Road
Roller
commisaion
for
Mk.
Head
corn
to the r fullest capicity, many of the
cal) with this motto foe harmony the morrow has been postponed, and
government,
and his regime was alsuperpany
for
rollwill
assume
Sosoo. The new street
ly arrive and he
passenger* bairns workmen on their
leader that we love, the SWAM nissr- nurses were hastily summoned to his
ways
one
of
progress and uprighteer
bought
by
the
the
aeries
in
this'
comcity
from
vision
of
all
that
conway to the various plants in the vishaled back of his banner the might- apartments in the Waldorf-Astoria
the admiratien of
ousnesrs
that
drew
cern
cost about $2,000, and the agree monwealth.
cinity. There is a steep grade from
iest army of unbought freemen that hotel today. The baron's temperature
all.
ments
Eagles
existence
have
are
that
$osoo
is
snce
to
be
The
paid,
••
the Glenw
ever marched to the ballot box, not was .102 degrees today and he was
one of whom was fattening by un- said to be very ill, though only in and $500 held back, so as to reim- had only a national lodge, and mot a tion, where cars) branch off for 'stiring 1884.
just laws. Kentucky, whose' demo- the first stages of the fever. The burse the city in case the roller does state lodge, like other secret orders. rounding points, and great caution is
He was a member of the Methodist
cracy has been tried in blood, declares decision as to his iblness was reached not prove to be what it is recom- The national president selects the used by motormen. The brakes rechurch
and a man whose hying was •
the
mended,
president
who
after
state
locks
that wIth the passing years her love after a consultation of Drs: Francis
fesed to act properly today, however,
of consistency and honexarpple
respective
and the cars descended the grade
grows greater for Illryan, 'Bryan, P. Delafield, George Brewer and W. Mr. Herbert Lant, of the Evans- subordinate orders in his
fair in all his dealwas
as
he
e,
ty
ville
state.
Now,
though,
at
the
Denver
concern
that
is
furnishing
the
aRryan.
with iinsistial speed. At Hays' JuncT. Pritchard.
ings,
05
a broad and intelpossessed
brick for the Third street recon- national meeting last month it was tion there is a *tarp curve, but the
in everything, loved his
ligent
view
decided
that
the
subordinate
orders
Ohiletion
work,
returned
to
his.
home
Judge Tarvin's Address.
trailer carrying sixty passengers, was
ASKS RECEIVER FOR ROAD
last night after spending - yesterday oi each state organize a state lodge, thrown from the track on its side. fellowman and was a model citizen
In a brief address Judge J .B. Tarsense the word implies.
vin, of Covington, Ky1%,, declared for Cotton
Company
Taken
Action oi conference with City Engineer elect their own officers, appoint their The upset trailer was dragged along in every
is survived by typo
Grief
Mt.
own
delegates and institute a state a considerable distance before the
Washington. It seems his company
Mr. Bryan as the standard htbr;T' of
Against Chattanooga Southern
brothers,
Alderman
A. W. Grief, the
-has not ftrrtrished•enoug'h of the brick lodge just Fire the other orders.
.democracy in 191)8. He brought out a
motor oar could be stopped. Every
of Kenwagonmaker
blacksmith
and
The
proposed widows' and orphans' one of the sixty passengers was bruis
great. outburst of applause when
Chattanooga, Tenn., Sept. i3.—The with corned ends that fit under the
tucky avenue near Third street, and
said: "Who will look for a man .who McGhee Cotton company, of Rome. rails of the street car company hoide home will take care of widows and ed and injured.
" the
Mr. Henry Grief, who follow,
stands for something, and will adopt Ga., this morning filed a petition in the track and scarcity of this make orphans of deceased members from
the platform that can bear but one the chancery court, in this city, asking is holding the work back somewhat. anywhere over the entire United . Chas. F. Pfister. of Milwaukee. same business on South Fourth near
construction, It will be.,a democratic that the Chattanooga Southern rail- Yesterday arrangements were made States. As to the aged and infirm Wis., the millionaire banker and Washington street. This line was
platform as democracy's gonstructed road, beginning here and terminating by which the brick company will Eagles each subordinate order looks newspaper man, recently indicted the business maintained also by the
to be by an overwhelming majority at Gadsden, Ala.. be put in the hands stanct the expense of trimming up after their welfare.
for fraud, has sued the civil officers deceased, whose establishment was
If this home is captured, also the of the place for $soo,000. He has on Kentucky avenue between Third
of those who claim to be-within that of a receiver. The bill alleges that the brick pn hand in such a manner
I say that there are rumors of a sale of the rail- that they can be fitted under the Methodist college, and their the other suits for damages which aggre- and Fourth streets, but who had
party. Who will he be
Knights of Pythias state home, it gate $sso,000. The indictment of about started a building on Washingwe want one who can -*In. We ,will road company's assets.
The corm- rails.
regard
would make this city one of the lead- Pfister and the other troubles are ton street between Third and Fourth,
allow no pertonal feeling-or plairrants'are holders of several of the
Mks. Thomas Orr has returned ing municipaliOes the country over the result of factional fights among
. to influence. There ran he hut one Chattanooga Southern's reorganize(Contaned on Fourth Page.)
from visitinn in St. Louis.
answer. Without J.'Baran
from this standpoint, as not annther the republicans of Wisennsin.
llertifirates
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another bill was returned against the
two on the charge of assaulting W.
H. Futtrell. Two more bills were
brought in against Torn Evitts, one
charging him with carrying concealed
weajx>ito. This bill
. was disroased
is a necessity to perfect Plealth and an essential element
and restibmittedolto—Tie /grind' Toy
of Happiness.
because a word was left out in drawing up the bill. The other indictTo prevent sickness and enjoy the
ment charges Tom Evitts with
comforts of life you should equip your
tj
threatening and flourishing a weapon
TEE CASE, WILL
sleeping apartment or dressing chamber
towards Samuel Howell, who is the
TODAY.
JURY
TO
GO
with a snowy white, one-piece
beer wagon driver that tried to get
NONE CAN PARTICIPATE IN NEW CALDWELL STREET CULTom Evitts to desist from fighting
"Shaetimed• Porcelain Enameled LivaELECTION UNLESS
NOT BE
WILL
VERT
with Officer Beadles.
tory
and have running hot and cold
THEY
DO.
NOW.
BUILT
Trial
in
on
PaColored,
is,
;Mere was an indictment brought
Court for Killing Walter
water
as desired at your touch.
in against Percy Williams and Win.
Brown, Colored.
We
have samples in our showroom
breaking
charging
Morris,
them with
into a sti5Fi1lause. The charge against Regular Registration is First Maeda,' Street Car Company and Illinois Cenquote you prices.
willoglacily
and
In October, While Supplimental
tral Combined Will Pay for
Morris was disinisoed, while that
Days Are Provided For.
Sr,000 of the Work.
COURT AND GRAND
against Williams remains.
JURY DOING GOOD WORK. James Bonds, colored, was inditted
on the charge of breaking into the
It, will not be long until registrastoreroom on the iron furnace propIt is more than probable that there
For nearly forty-eight hours now erty at Third and Norton streets, tion day. It comes on the first Tues- will be postponed until next spring
-the- tars—ur Sulittilandr-has had the and steahnglotvf brass.'"-The-in- day in Oetobee and will- he held in the work of constructing the new
case charging James Ciowan with dictment was filed away until Bonds all the other incorporated towns of concrete culvert out on Caldwell
killing Warren Woodward near that ...serves out the term given him in the the state. The election officers, who street, which is the thoroughfare lead
several days ago for ob- will be selected soon by the county ing to the Union depot. City Engincity a couple of years ago. The jur- penitentiary
.
ors were given the proceeding Tues- taining money under false pretenses. commissioners, will hold the registra- eer Washington stated yesterday that
day morning shortly before noon, and When that term is served he will tion in their respective precincts. The it could be built this fall a sit is. prac—begin—at —6---a. int tically a small job compared to the
•
alien court adjourned yester4ay—a•Tre7 theirlYrTflrd7575711:r
There was dismissed the indictment and close at 9 p. m. All who will other municipal improvements going
noon were still "hung" and unable
to reach an agreement. Last evening charging Wm. Wells, white, with be entitled to vote in November will on around town, but it is not probDo you want a first class
by an
made the second straight night they asooting Henry Tumar, colored, out be entitled to registration and each able that 9aMt Will be constructed
voter
must
in
register
the
precinct
in
upon
the
farm several miles from
have been locked up. It is believed
before next spring.
expert 'workman? If . you do take
they either will agree today or be dis this city ion the Mayfield road. On which he lives.
The street railway company has
There will also be a supplemental agreed to furnish the cement for the
the bill being dismissed it was resubcharged by the court.
it to
mitted to the grand jury that brought registration on Monday, Tuesday and new culvert, this to cost about jsoo,
in the original charge in a faulty Wednesday, iirsnediately preceding while the Illinois Central railroad has I
Register Suit
the isovember election, at which
promised to supply all the stone and
The arguments are now being made manner. This case is set for the those who were necessarily
absent rock necessary for same. This latter
at Smithland in the suit of Elden eleventh day for trial.
from the city on the regular day of
I
will come to about $500, which com224 Broadway,
Stone against The Retister PublishPaducah, Ky.
registration or were sick or had such
bined
with the cement furnished by
Charges Dismissed.
ing company and will be finished this
sickness in their families as prevented
The grand jury dosanissed -several
the street car company, means that
morning, when the proceeding goes
their registration on that day, may
these two private corporations will
to the jury. Yesterday morning the charges that had been laid before it. register.
pay about Stow of the proposed.imaction was taken up, evidence all George Bayles and Dick Williams
++++++4 -P444
The law requires each precinct
heard and speeches commenced. were dismissed ofl the shooting committeeman in the county to send provement, that will cost a total of
charge
according
against
to the estieach. Both live on to the board of election commission- about $3,000,
Markle Worten has finiohed with his
little speech, while John K. Hen- North Tenth street beside each other ers eight names from which the elec- mates of the city engineer.
The reason these companits are exdrick commenced speaking but had and the rabbit of one got over into tion officers of 'his precinct wilt be
not finished when court adjourned at the cabbage patch of the. other last selected. This is a matter which pected to defray a portion of the con
5 o'clock yesterday afternoon. He spring and damaged the vegetables, should be attended to at once, as the templated expenditure is because
will complete his remarks
morn- with the result that they had a guar board will meet at an early date to when the Illinois Central put the
Union depot out where it is there
ing and the matter be given to the rd l and took several shots at each selects the officers.
was no thoronghiore by which to
other.
jury for decision.
There was also dismissed the proreach same, so to convenience the
POLLY PRIMROSE.
railroad Caldwell street was built at
ceeding
charging
Wm.
with
McCall
Murder Charges.
There is now up before the Padu- brealang into the house of Frances Miss Carol Arden, in the Character, the expense of many thousands if dol
tars and then a franchise granted the
cah circuit court receiving a hearing Long and stealing $t8.6o.
Here Tuesday Night.
street car company so they could run
E. W. Berden was dismissed of
thel proceeding wherein Ed Marable,
colored, is charged with killing Wal- the case charging brim with shooting
"Hugh Carlisle- is not so moch their tracks out over the new thorter Brown, also colored. The jury at James Clark on a shantyboat cli of a "Man's Man" at the end of the oughfare and thereby open up traffic
spent the night last evening at the the river.
play, as, at the beginning of it, be between the depot and city.
The board of works has been tryPalmer and will be given today the
prides himself on being. He is all
ing
to get the new culvert built all
'91ME001=1111011=101111.
Case Up Today.
case where the evidence is now being
Polly Primrose's man then. The viThere is set for trial today the case vacious college girl has no particular surniner, but now as it is late in the
taloen, as arguments will be comcharging Rufe Minor, colored, with interest in 'him when she first meets fall when the two private companies
menced this morning.
It is claimed that one night late assaulting the late Captain James him, a guest under her father's roof; agree what they will do, postponeMarable fell out with Walter Brown Crow aboard the steamer Dick Fow- b,ut then it is so horribly selfish for ment of the work will go over until
Of Paduosth, Kentuckll,
at about Eighth and Burnett streets ler two years ago.
him to be only a "man's man," and so next spring.
because the latter would not give the
awfully stuck up, as if women were
Capital and Surplus $155,000
not good enough for him, that she
other some money with which to buy
Set for Tomorrow.
whisky. They fought and it is
For tomorrow there is set the fol- just wont have it—so there! And she
charged that Marable beat the other lowing proceedings: Wiliiam Wells, assails his pre-eminence
with a
ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
over the head with a fence paling, charged with maliciously shooting at flashing battery of ,pretty wiles and
reducing his cranium to a jelly. Henry Tumar; James Taylor„ charg- seductions, 'till he comes to think
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
BROTHERS
NOW
Brown died the next morning early ed with stealing a bicycle of one man that a woman is of some account af- MICHEAL
Transactsafl regular'bankingbusiness.. SoScits your deposits. Pays
MOVING INTO THEIR NEW
at the eety hospital, where he was and selling it to another, claiming ter all, and that Polly is of the
per cent per alit= on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in are
BUILDINC.
taken, while Nlarable was captured the bike belonged to him; Aleck I'd- most account of all of them. The
gay
Polly
falls
before
too
own
her
by the police.
proof vault for rent St $3 10 $10 per year 1L5 10 lite. You carry your own
tin andand Harry Phillips, charged
with ateaLng from Joe Warlord, a glans When she discovers after she Cal Waggoner Yesterday Bought key and no one but yoss-self has access.
the Steamer Charleston—Comwatch While all were in a house ion has broken down the barricade of his
Got Twenty-One Years.
"M'an's heart" that he is a very capThe longest :sentence given any West Court street.
mercial Club Meeting.
tivating woman's man after all, and
--1
prisoner this term of court was that
that She has actually fallen in love
handed Porter Hart, colored yesterAttachment for Blow.
Mrcheal Brothers are now MO
with him herself. The silken cord of
day on his confessing to having killYesterday V. J. Blow, of Louisville,
ing their collar factory from the old
ed Douglas Merriweather down about did not appear before the grand jury strategern, surprise. wile and perverDAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
2.1axon's Mill, eight miles in the to give in his testimony in the case sity thrown around him that ialso peanut factory on Jefferson near
Second street around to the new
compact
esonsh
bind
a
her,
into
This fine modern hotel is now open:under a
county. He got twenty-one years in charging H. H. Loving with killing
whole the incidents of the delight- building they have erected on Third
the penitentiary.
H. A. Rose. This resulted in an at- ful breezy war play that its author near Monroe street. They expect to isamagemant.
for guests at. the
The two darkies had been to a so- tachment being issued or Mr. Blow,
get everything in condition for work
has
named
Carol
Miss
Arher,
for
cial in the neighborhood and quar- but he has not yet been located, in
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
in the. new structure by the last of
reled, but patched things up for a otder same can be served on him. den will show the theatre goers of
Pachgah jaw bow this deVer girl this week or first of next.
few hours. Then after goipg home He was subpeonead Tuesday evening
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rates
acheived her pleasant conquest. Miss They have had no collar factory
Hart told Merriweather that the lat- just as he was boarding a train for
Arden is as winsome a Poll; Prim- sitice this department of their plant
ter should not think Hart was afraid Cairo, having come through here to
rose as was Adeliade Thurston who burned last spring at First and Kenof him just because Merriwestber had accompany to her home in Wickliffe,
tucky avenue. They have been wing
made tse part famous.
a ti gun on him. This renewed the his sister-lit-law, Miss Nichols. He
Dawson Springs, Kentucky:
The play is the story of a Wash- the old peanut factory in •which to
trouble and after a few words Hart was summoned before the body ye..sington household with confederate make collars, but the new machines
pulled his gun and pumped lead into terday but did not appear. It is prob learning',
haunted by fears that ev- were never installed in the latter
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
Merriweather, who died shortly there able private business detains him, as ery guest, even Polly's admirer, we place.
after. Hart was caught here in the when he came back yesterday morn- a
spy for the Federal authorities, and
city where he was hiding.
mg from Cairo he had to go down abounds in stirring altuations and
Bought Steamboat.
the N., C. & St. L railroad.
climaxes, lighted, all, with Polly's
Yesterday. morning Deputy United
Other Convictions.
subtly relishable love intrigues. Its States Marshal George Sanders of
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Levi Ruff, colored, confessed to
Civil Proceedings.
appearance at The Kentucky on Tues- this district, sold at public auction
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOShaving broken into the house of
The defendants yesterday filed their day night will be the signal for a the towboat Charleston, in order to
Otho Travis and stealing $4.s. He is answer in the suit of Joseph Smith great outpouring of the play loving pay off the indebteness overhanging
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not bea boy sixteen years of age and the against James P. Smith and others, public of the city.
come dark and discolored.
the craft. The sale took place at
court will order him taken to the re- wherein plaintiff seeks to annul a
the foot of Ohio street where the
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
form school.
deed in which he transferred to his HORSEMEN FIGHT AT FAIR. craft is moore4 and she was disErnest Hill, Luntz Hill and J E. father six years ago any interest he
posed of to Cal Waggoner, the
Mack were sent to the pert kr two may have had in property the father Gus Lyons Is Seriously Wounded by South Second street saloonkeeper,
years each for assaulting C. E. Ev- was interested in. The defendants
L. W. Preston.
who gave $2,006 for her. The only
ans out OTP tire C,airo road just be- in their answer contend that the
bidders were Mr. Eaton of the turnSOLE AGENT, 15o9 TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, ICY.
yond Rowlandtown, one night.
Glasgow, Ky., Sept. 13.—Mr. L. W. her company that partly owned her,
plaintiff never had any interest in the
The men tried to hold Evans up property, and that if he did, his Preston and Mr. Gus Lyons, two Captain gmith, another of the ownand rob him, when the latter pulled claim was barred by the statute of well known horsemen, fought at the ers, and Mr. Waggoner.
his gun and commenced firing, with limitation, as the alleged transactions fair grounds here today Both men
*Deputy Saunders left last evening
the result that the darkies ran away. occurred over five years since.
are preparing to show stock at the for his home in Mayfield.
A sentence of ten years was given
There was filed an answer as garn- coming fair hero and the fight grew
(Incorporated.)
Ed Settle, the negro charged with be ishee by the Singer Manufacturing out of a misunderstanding over some
Wheel Factory.
ing guilty of incestuous relations company in the proceedin of the stables. Preston struck Lyons two or
The board of directors and officers
is
t
- _0
ws on e ead i1W a bath for the Commercial club are preparlig er I re
ie company against
tt e.
Another affidavit was filed by Wil- Louis Cowan.
mer, and it is feared that his skull is ing to 'have a mass meeting some- Superior Facilities for
Office
lis Mount an his attempt to get a conThere was made the allowance usu- fractured. Preston is one of the beat time next week, at which date the
2nd and Monroe
tinuanoe until the next term of court ally made for idiots, in the case known stockmen in the state, having public will be invited to cone and Handling Freight, Machinery
of the case charging him with kill- where Minnie Brandon is committee shown horses at almost every fair.
join hands with the industrial or- And Household Goods.
Both 'Phones IF
ing Willis Nutty above the Stag sa- for Eddie Ashby.
ganization. The meeting will be
loon two years ago. He claims witcalled for the especial purpose of
The plaintiff executed' bond for
roc a Wee r for The Register.
interesting people in the new steel
nesses are absent and does not want probable costs oil the suit of W. C
the trial until he can get them here. Eubank* against Donna Lee Carney
wheel factory project that looks toruptcy proceed''ng of William Harris
wards location here of the industry
Thompson in which plaintiff sues de- & company,
they being merchants that will be quite a valued addition
fendant for money claoned due for who filed a
Grand Jury Work.
petition recently, giving to the commercial interests of the
Another hunch of indictments were treating her when ahe was injured at
about $3o,000 liabilities and $20,000 city.
brought in by the grand jury against the Ell Guthrie establishment.
assets. He beard much of the testiWork has already been started togartie 5 accused.
mony. While at Murray Mr. Ruby wards raising the jio,000 worth of
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam *Buller•
Samuel and Thomas Evitts were
Bankrupt Court.
pet for trial on the 25th day of this subscription to wheel factory bonds
indicted for assaulting Patrolman
Referee Bagby returned yesterday month
the bankrupt cases of Wm. to that extent, and securante of the
Samuel Beadles several months ago afternoon at r o'clock from Murray, Lax and
the two Duncans.
plant is practically assured.
In addition to this
indictment where he went and tried the bankThe committee elected to solicit
Divide Property.
subscriptions to the stock' is com- Office Phone 369.
Residence Phone 726
Percy Kelly yesterday filed suit in posed of George Thompson, James
the circuit court against Polly and Utterbark, Jake Wallerstein, Harry
J. William Hubbard for division of Meyers, James At' Rudy, W. E. Cov$2,000 worth of real estate owned ington, Sol Dryfuss,
Harry C.
jointly by the three parties to the Rhodes, Ben Weille and k. S. Duaction.
i
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DODGE THE LAW
Curious Deals By New York
.Life Revealed.

Coming Coming

r7

5

I 4*
4

Ky.

arker Hmusement Co.

Stock in International Merchants
Marine Sold One Day and
Rebought Next.

METHOD USED TO DECEIVE
INSURANCE OFFICIALS.

Sebt. 13.—Curious
New York,
deals in securities and underwiting
syndicatas by the New Yokr Life
Insuraiice comipany were revealed at
yesterday's session of insurance investigating committee. Edmond D.
Randolph, treasurer of the New
York Life, was on the witness stand
practically all day. It was shown:
I. That a dummy *ale of lgoo,000
of bonds of the International Mercantile Marine was made on Dec. 31,
1903, at par to J. P. Morgan in order that the company might not have
to include them in its annual report
to the state superintendent of insurance and that the bonds were
brought back on Jan. 2, 1904.

will furnish attractions.for

The Paducah Traveling Men's Club Carnival

Helps Trust Company Merger.
That the New York Life, in
March, loco, relieved the New York
Security and Trust company of $Leoo,000 of bonds of the Nr.v Orleans
'Traction corripany and of a synidcate
participation of $305.000--pay'able in
cash $2,5oo,000 .for the latter and $1,275.000 for the formee—to enable the
Security and Trust company to Merge with the Continental Trust corn,
pany, which had objected to former
heavy interest in the traction company. The only explanation Mk.
Randolph could offer for this was
that three days before the New
York Life had made $3.50o,000 by
in the
ostensibly selling its stock
Security and Trust company. After
the purchase of these secvrities the
New Orleans Traction company went
into the hands of a received and the
New York Life lost $326.000 of polity
/holders' money.
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,Announeed, Via
CITY ENGINEER WASHINGTON
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
BELIEVES BOARDS ARE
Extremely bow rates are announcIN ERROR.
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the following
special occasions:
If Work is Pushed Winter is Going
Richmond, Va.—Pamrniers' National
to Catch City With Impassable
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Streets.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the pubic. Tickets will be sold to
these points from all stations on the
City Engineer Washington yes- Southern railway. Detailed informaterday said that it was a shame if tion can be had upon application to
the municipal
boards any ticket agent /of the Southern
legislative
plunged headlong into their deter railway or agents of connecting lines
mined position of compelling the or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS. T. P. A., Lexingcontractors to proceed with the hitton, Ky.
ttlithic and storm water sewerage
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash‘vorl, out beyond Fourth street on
ington, D. C.
Kentucky avenue and Fifth street
C. H HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
P .1 Jefferson.
He continued .that it
Lotiisvik„ Ky.
V.-113 practically impossible for the
G. B. A.LLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
contractors to finish the improveLoma, M 0
ments before the bad winter mont:ts
came, and then as result the public at
large would have to put up until next
spring with a torn-up condition of "NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."'
affairs like prevailed on Broadway
last winter when the bitulithic people
got that thoroughfare tore to pieces,
and then had to drop their opera...HOTEL...
tions when bad elements came, and
NEAR MARION, KY.
the
FOR EVERYBODY, AGE CUTS NO FIGURE.. THE LARGEST AND BEST AMUSEMENT AGGRE- leave things lie dormant until
hotel—High and Dry and
Room
too
spring.
ensuing
BAND
SPECIAL."
GATION IN THE COUNTRY. WATCH FOR THE FAMOUS "SUNFLOWER
Well Ventilated.
of the Southern
John
Mr.
Bradley,
CONCERTS TWICE DAILY BY THE BEST MILITARY BAND ON THE ROAD. DOWN THE IN- Bituhthic company is here from NashA NICE PLACE TO SPEND
TERESTING MORAL PIKE YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED WITH THE TRAINED WILD ANIMAL ville, and says they will start the YOUR VACATION.
ARENA; EVERY ANIMAL AN ACTOR; SUBDUED BY THE IRON WILL OF THEIR TRAINERS work right away if the city authori- THE BEST OF HOTEL ACties order him to, and try to get as
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
AND MADE TO PERFORM THE MOST WONDERFUL FEATS WITH ALMOST HUMAN INTELLImuch done as possible before the
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WAGENCE.
bad weather arrives.
TERS.
the
against
Public expressions are
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
legislative authorities altogether as
FROG
MAIWTING, FISHING,
work
the
that
believe
all the people
should be stopped at Fourth on the SQ'UIRR/EL HUNTING, AND IN
Jefferson FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSEavenue, and Fifth on
FEATURING DAINTY, DETERMINED DEMONA LOOPING THE LOOP IN A HOLLOW BALL. streets, and things not pushed on MENTS BOTH FOR THE 'OLD
THE
GAP; THE right up to cold weather, and then AND THE YOUNG.
HERE ALSO WILL BE PRESENTED DARE DEVIL SMITHSON LEAPING
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
SNAKE;
THE
HUMAN
THE
ALBERTO,
RANDALL
BROS.,
EXPERT the contractors get caught with tornWHEELERS;
WHIRLING
thoroughfbres.
RAILROADS.
FAMOUS
WORLD'S
E
TRIO,
AND
VELARE
ACROBATS;MARDIN
DENMAR,
RIFLE SHOTS; THE
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
In speaking of the matter one busiEQUILIBRISTS
ness man said yesterday that the
,
_______/
THE KATZENJAMMER KASTLE. A DESPONDENCY DISPELLER OF THE IRRESISTIBLE board of works was as much to blame
as anyone, as they dillied-dallied
KIND MAKES THE OLD FEM. YOUNG AND THE YOUNG FEEL GAY.
along through the spring and summer
IN
RARITY,
ITS
ITS
ENCHANTING
LOVELINESS.
THE ALPS—BEAUTIFUL IN
months and did not bet the contracts
WITHOUT
EXCEP- until in July, therefore they should
CREATION—THE MOST SUBLIME SPECTACLE EVER PRESENTED.
TION THE GRANDEST PRODUCTION EVER ATTEMPTED UNDER CANVAS.
not expect to get things done beTHE
ON
BIG
PIKE
SIX
HITS
AT THE WORLD'S FAIR. fore arrival of winter. This citizen
PEGGY FROM PARIS—ONE OF THE
expressed himself as believing that
SEE PEGGY.
GRAND, GORGEOUS, GLITTERING, GLORIOUS
ide4 If you want your clothes cleaned,
.
hdirsav,
concurred
th?city
every'bod'y
HOW OLD IS ANN—SEE HER YOURSELF YOU WILL LAUGH AT ANN.
thld
wiu
boards sho
ethatr
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
THE PALACE OF MIRTH—EVERY MOVE YOU MAKE, EVERY STEP YOU TAKE—LAUGH.
all their plans, let the contractors and
WU CHING MA—THE SMALLEST CHINAMAN IN THE WORLD.
get every preliminary ready in the Rose, 29 South/Third street. I have
,and then %filen the nicest lines of samples for tint;
XHE ELECTRIC THEATRE—SHOWING THE MOST SENSATIONAL PICTURES EVER REPRO- middle winter time
everything
approaches
early spring
DUCED BY ELECRICITY.
in the city. Suits made to order,
will be ready for operations.
*TAKE A RIDE ON PARKER'S FAMOUS FOUR HORSE ABREAST
CARRY-US-ALL
HEAR
THE $1o.coo ORCHESTRION PLAY THE LATEST AIRS. TAKE A RIDE IN THE FARRIS WHEEL
Es ti, PURYEA.R,
AND GET OFF THE EARTH. THE AMERICAN VILLAGE WILL BE A NO(BJECT OF INTEREST
TO EVERY ONE ENTERING THE GROUNDS, AND THE OLD COUNTRY STORE WILL FURNISH
AMUSEMENT FOR ALL
NOT A DULL MOMENT
SOMETHING GOING ON ALL THE TIME.
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.
TOTAL NUMBER OF VOTE
RECEIVED WILL BE PUB1 523 1-s Broadway, Paducah, Ky. .41,
LISHED SATURDAY.
1 5:
;
i __ 1
Phone 4500.

Che Great

TREASURER OF COMPANY
TELLS OF "DUMMY" SALES

14

Very Low Rates

'MAKE A MISTAKE

Keep Records on Cards.
3. That millions of dollars of nonledger assets were not recorded in the
books of the company but simply on
cards, not quite as large as postal
cards.
4. That rhe company's'ovrriership of
these nonlectgor assets was not included in the New York Life's sworn
reports of its condition .
5. That the New York Life has entered into an arrangement with the
- •1 Nato Is heel et wtick Gee.
F. Baker is president, sometimes called Morgan's bank, by which millions
of dollars wilt be kept constantly on
deposit there and receive in interest
one. half per cent less than the bank
makes on its loans.
Many eccentricities of bookkeeping
were also brought on; by Inquisitor
Hughes. The hearing closed with a
rebuke by Assemblyman Rogers of
Mr Randolph, who had refused to
answer a question, although President
MkCall promised that the New York
Life would frankly and fully respond
to all inquiries.

September 25 to 30 inclueive,
14 BIG ATTRACTIONS 14

Crittenden Springs

the Great Roman Colietuni

I

Paducah
Steam Dye Works

al•

WATCH CONTEST I ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,

Don't forget the Date--September 25 to 30, 111thifiliV4
RATES ON ALL RAILROADS.

1

N
ISPECIALT
Many New Names Entered Yester
day in Contest by Friends of
Yotrng Ladies.
-

.]

Te_.',.
Aber/tali-1g oi Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law,

4

"Nylic" was made
The usefulness of the New York
Quite a number of new candidatec
Security and Trust company to the
were voted for yesterday and last
New York Life came out when it
night its the contest of the young lawas testified that, while the insurOne of the latest novelties in dress the continent for the making of men's dies for the handsome gold watch t EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
ance company was not taking collat- rnatena) is reported to be a cloth suits. It
is known by the name of be given away by the Paducith Traveral loans, it made a practice of lend- made from spun glass, and it can be
limestone wool and is made in an eling Men's Carnival club during their Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
ing its money to the trust company, had in white, green, lilac, pink and
electric furnace. Powdered limestone approachng hill festival. This eviwhich made the collateral loans.
Columbia Building,
other colors. The inventor of the fa- mixed with a certain chemical is dences the deep interest being taken
Mr. Hughes took up the accounts bric is an Airstnan, and he declares thrown into time furnace, and after in the matter and things will be exPhon 1041 Red.
of the money deposited with the that it is as bright and as supple as passing under a furious air-blast is citing and spirited before the time
New York Security and Trust com- silk, and is none the worse for being tossed out as fluffy white wool. Af- arrives fry deciding who is the most
Paid Morgan $4,000p00.
pany in 1902, which was called "Ac- either stained or soiled. Any grease ter corning from the
furnace the wool popular young lady of the city.
MT. II trehes drew from the wit- count No. a." It ran from $6,700,- or other spots can be easily removed is
depositbe
can
dyed
wherein
and
finally
The
boxe...9
made
into lengths
ness that there *rat an aggregate of 000 from May and June tip to $12,- by simply boasting the material with
of cloth. A pair of trousers or coat ed the ballots cast are stationed at
$4,000.000 the New York Life paid J. 351,000 in September, and ended at a hard brush and soap and warm wamade from this material cannot be the Columbia, B. Welk Sr Sons
P. Morgan & Co. on this "joint ac- well over $lopoo,000 in December. ter.
or damaged by grease and is Smith & Nagel's drug store, W. B. Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, zao
!burned
up
count." Mr. Hughes then took
"Now," said Mr. Hughes, "why did
to
The
lady
weer
first
es
spun-glass
a
flexible
as cloth made from sheep's McPherson's. Thompson's drug store
a.salew item dated December 31, 1(033. you reduce the amount deposited dress was an Austrian lady of royal
Nort hFilth, Both Phonc 355.
wool.
and Wallerste.n Brothers' establishMeroil $800.0000 of International
with the New York Security and rank. It was a very delicate hue of Some time ago a large
ment.
woolen,
cantik Marine stock.
Phone 1692
Truit company in July, 1904, to $2,- pale lavender shot with pink, and manufacturer in the north of EngNot until Saturday will there be Residence 1041 Clay, Old
Randolph, replyinfr to Mt. 500,00n and keep it at that even figure
...1
at
it
its
a
when
wore
she
...all
.
state
land
votes
in
succeeded
total
of
making
a
number
fabric
the
publi4eed
Hughes, said this sale was made to J. to the end of the year? Your balpeculiar
sheen
her
admirers
reminded
The
Irons
received.
old
ropes.
He
has
young
lady
a
quanobtained
each
a
that
purchase.ance at the beginning of 1904 was
P. Morgan & Co. and
of the sparkle of diamond dust.
I ity of old rope and cordage, unravel- standing of the favorites are as folS.
of Poo.noo was made on January $8,000.000)
"
The Russians manufacture a fabric ed them and wove them by a secret lows: Miss Winstead, leading; and
Co.
&
p;
J.
Morgan
2, 1904, from
(Torn the fiber. of filamentous stone process into a kind of rough cloth. those others following in the rotation The real estate agents, has almost,
After hiding fdr some time to get
Witnesses's Memory Fails.
from the Siberian mines which it is This resultant rniaterial he dyed a in wInch their names come:
finally
Hughes
MT.
a direct answer.
worth of city property for sale sod
said to be of so durable a nature that'dark brown.
Randolph
professed
ignorance,
Mr.
Mi. Lily May Winstead, Miss Ella thirty-fwe farms; also three salsa.
asked Mr. Randolph:
rt is practically everlasting. The ma- 'A suit of clothes made from it and Householder, Miss Blanche ft:Ils,
"As a matter of fact," wits there a the impossibility of remembering
Houses for rest.
terial is soft to the touch and pliable worn by the manufactisrer himself Miss Willie Ogilvie, Miss Frarces
and
transaction,
interrupted
every
report to the superintendent of inTelephone. old, r665.
in the extreme, and has only to be proved extreme?)
, strong and kept Tempe t Herndon, Miss ijae V. Patagain and again.
surance on December 31, 1903?"
Mr. Hughes begged the witness to thrown into a fire when dirty to be their color well. It is said that a ters n, Miss Pearl triffith, Miss Myr"Yes."
clean.
large number of goods now sold by tle Decker, Miss Ruby Corbett, Miss
"Then the sole purpose of the trans- refrain from "general conversation" made absohitely
clothing
is
for
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now
material
London and provincial tailors 'at low Linnie Beadles, Miss Myrtle Hawquestion.
the
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to
erction sras that you might he able
ing woven from rocks and shell, in prices are made from old ropes.
Mr. Randolvh finally said!
kins, M.ss Mal,' Gray Cummings,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
-tell the superintendent of- insurance
Paper clothes were first worn by Mies Floyd Swift, Miss ',1Iae Davis,
that you held only $3,2oo,000 of In- "There was a question at this time America, but the cloth produced up to
PADUCAH. KY.
Marine whether our relations would con- the present has not been found flexi- the Japanese troops, who found them Miss Eunice Latham, Wise 011ie Cran
Mercantile
ternational
Practice.
General
tinue with the company. The consoli- ble and lasting enough to allow of it very serviceable and much warmer dall, Mice Mary Lou Roberts, Miss
shares?'
208-2 to Fraternity Building.
than cloth ones.
Paper dressing Elizabeth Sinnott, Miss Ella Hills,
The witness hesitated and tried to dation of the New York Security and being placed upon the market.
Park Bld'iz, Mayfield Ky.
also
Office
at
Iron cloth is largely used today by •Rs:0%-ns, bath robes and similar arti- Miss Nfonima Hopkins, Miss Frances
evade a direct answer,' but Mr. Trust company was taking place
tailors for making the collars of coats cles of attire are now being turned Terrell, Miss Jesse Byrd, Miss Hap- Hughes repepted the question, until this time."
the
two
of
end
the
to
set properly. It is manufactured by out by the cartload in Britain, Ger- py Newel?, Miss Nannie Cullom, Miss
;Prior
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finally Me. Randolph said :
Security
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the
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a
trustees
new process from steel wool and many and France and other go-ahead Allie 1), Foster, Mies May Owens,
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excitement.
"Well, in March, 1904, when the a sheep is being utilized ksrkely on new process is dyed as wished Geagan, Mi s Emma Mix, Miss Cor- phones sao at residenc. Office hours
total stock of the company was initie Grundy,
7 to 9 a. m.; x to 3 p. no, 7 to 9 p. m.
Company Lost Sao,000.
were the
half; no lambkin shares her airy flight
THAT LITTLE LAMB.
Following up the navigation syndi- creased to 30,000 shares,
of the trustees increased?"
Some school verses from "time out but you can see her calf. But is there
Low Rates to Califorstiii.
cate transactions, Mr. Hughes refer- holdings
.
oNo.
woe,
nind" but still rehearsed occasion- one who complain or cry in
of
red to an item on the schedule of synWitness was then led through the ally, have been cutely paraphrased, as "Alas!" so long as Mary's calf's all
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dicate transactions under date of Deof the name of the trust com- witness: "Mary had a little lamb. right, the lamb can go to grass. So the Illinois Central Railroad comchange
cember 39. 1904, by which $800,000
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"travesties" are heard ofteher in music halls then even the classics, socalled. The national association of
IpP•
..•••
music ans culd have clearly dropped
PUBLISHED BY THE
•
The influence which woman exerts
REGISTER NEWSPAPER 110.. the national associafon of dancing MANY SUBSCRIPTIONS
BEING over men is very much in excess of
(Incorporated)
GOTTEN FOR SILVER
masters a hint not to "butt in"
that whicji men exert over women.
Sit Register Building, 523 Broadway. against pnblic furor or favor,
Illustrations of this argument are
SERVICE
but it i„s
not far to seek, they are visible on
clear the hint was not extended. The
every side.
AMES E. WILHELM, President.
two-step dance may be relegated to a
A man who marries beneath him,
Miss Pauline Durrett Entertained in
OHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
rather an old-fashioned expression,
BERT S. WILHELM. Secretary. back seat some time In the future, as
Honor of Miss Anna Tomlinson
but trite and to the pont, hardly ever
have been many other like diversions
—Fun and Pleasure.
succeeds in raising a wife up to his
Entered at the postoffice of Pada- from the mazy waltz, but this will
level, but reverse the picture and see
Allah. Ky., as second-class mail matter. not be until there is another as "takwhat a man will not become under
Report
s are -that Saturday Mjny the loving
ing" a dance improvised by some
, refining influence of a
Terms to Subscribers.
terpsicorean artist even though he be additional subcriptions will be re- truly good woman..
1 „•
ported
the list of those dimating
One Year
Her power Over ism is almost lim"one more crank."
money for the silver .service to bu itless,
Six Months
2.50
and this is particularly noticepurchased by the people of this c ty able v:'here
Three Months
Las
she is clever and sensible
The fight against the machine tick- and presented the oftcers of the gun- as well as being
One Week
to
loving, sincere and
boat
Paducah that was. named after affectionate.
et in Philadelphia, begun some time
/o 4
Anyone failing to receive this paper• ago
Untbnkably, perhaps, she seems to
by Mayor Weaver and others, this municipality. The Daughters of
the Confederacy are especially put- have made the
regularly should report the matter to
lives of other women
The Register office at once. Tele- is having effect even against the ting forward efforts for these sub- her guide, and
watching their ship
"standpatters." The past few days scriptions, and have been
phone Cumberland 318.
making wrecks, she avoids the quiefsande of
zeveral of the nominees on the ma- weekly reports of what they did, hut matrimony and guides her own ship
chine ticket have felt the strength of last Saturday they did not turn in sa/ely to port.
any statement, therefore by the end
Her cleverness. lies eg the fact that
the oosition and shown the white of this
week it is reported they will in making her husband believ
e he is
feather, consequently there iskre a have a long list of new
subscriptions. her ideal, he ends by becoming it.
corresponif ng number'of vacancies They are ckservng of much credit
And isn't it worth the trouble?
Whenever you hear a man call his
on the ticket. Now that the rats have for the noble work they are doing,
not only as regards the silver service wife his "churn" and
Thursday Morning, Sept. 14, 1905.
his "pal," inele,
begun to detest the sinking ship the
but for the monument to be erected gant 'but expressive names,
1 .
you may
reformers of Philadelphia see the re- here to the memor
y of Southern wo- know that they are a supremely happy
ward of their persistent fight for men, as they have signified their
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
OF A GREAT BUCK'S STEE
in- roarried couple. That she has someLRANGE IS SOMETHING WE
,
honest officials and honest conduct of tention oil subscribing $300 alone to how found the key to married happiPART
ICUL
ARLY
the latter project.
LIKE
The Register is authorized to an- municipal affairs, and in Nbvem
ness—t
TO
hat
SHO
she
is all in all to him—
W YOU. NO RANGE EXber
nounce HARRY S. ALLEN as a
sweetheart, wife and 'friend
CEPT A BUCK'S CAN STAND
have the most encouraging prospects
THE SEARCHLIGHT OF
candidate int Coroner of McCrackThe flame of their love has burned
One More Outing.
THOR
of
OUGH
routin
g
the
machin
"horse
e
INSP
foot
,
ECTI
ON. IT IS A QUESTION WHIC
en county, subject to any action of
The members of the Automobile and will burn steadily to the end
H
without a flicker.
the Democratic County Committee. and dragoon." The machine has club have about decided that
PART OF A \ BUCK'S THE
they
INSIDE OR OUTSIDE IS THE
It means, too, that they have been
Election November, 1905.
clearly hoped, as the nominees hung will have to make one more long run
BEST. THIS APPLIES TO
BUCK'S
before the cold weather comes, and through the deep waters together,
RANGES, HEATERS
on so tong, that the
people's
have had their *are of trials, tribulaOR COOK STOVES—ANYTH
looking ,towards this end will
ING Went A' BUCK'S TRADE
meet tions, and
It is.rletw Japan took a practical clamor for better government would probab
disappointments just like
ly next week for,the purpose
MARK ON fT.
and sensible view of the peace ques- not last until the election, but it is of outlining where
other
folks,
and that these things have
they will make
only drawn them closer together.
tion when it was up and when it got clear they have concluded otherwise the trip.
They went to Benton, Murray and They have met them stand* sboulddown to the mikado and, his cabinet and when almost up to the line of
er to shoulder like true gind tried comsaying something. One of the advis- battle have tucked tails and ran. The Mayfield one Sunday last June, and rades.
had a fine trip. It is more than prob
ers of the Japanese emperor is Field assurance of success of the reform
A fig for a woman who does not
able that they will go to Cairo
on come through the
Marshal Yarnagata, who has a record ticket of Philadelphia in November their next outing,
furnace of trial a
which will be the
brighter, purer gold.
of distingnshed service, and he has is daily growing blighter it is safe to last of ate season.
Do you think a woman like this has
expressed himsell as one of the ad- say.
••
never been sad or sorry?
. .
For Fair Visitor.
vocates: of peace. He s quoted in a
Indeed she has. But she started out
'Weste
The
Reserv
rn
Miss
univer
e
Pauline Durrett, of North to
sity is
special cable as saying: "I tell you
make her married life a happy
to have a chair of political economy. Seyenth street Tuesday eveniniatstuer one and theref
112-116 NORTH FOURTH STREET.
ore the succeeds.
frankly that the cabinet was unanitamed
a large number of friends
which will bear the tiame of the late
She
makes
her
husban
d's
interes
t
mous that had the war continued the
with a social and dance, consist:went hers,
she reads the books he reads so
Senator Hanna. Just what the "chair" ary
to Miss Anna Tomlinson who is that she may
position would not have been altered.
be able to (Meuse them
will teach in view of the polit:cs of visiting here from
Japan would never have been able to
Golconda, Ill. with him, she listehs with understandthe, day ia not clear; but if political There were many friends present
compel Russia to recoup her expensand ing to the details of his business,
most charming- evening was
honesty is. not overlooked entirely
ready with sympathy if unable to adspent
es. Her national resources would have •
some good man ensue to future getter 'mod a late hour, when elegadt re- vise.
been exhausted, and also the means
freshments were served.
Nearly every successful business
ations. There is little "economy" in
which are necessary for the future
ran is willing to acknowledge that
development of Korea and Manchu- politics. tfieSsei days.
lit wife has been an adjunct in that
Delightful Social,
YOU PROBABLY WANT TO SAVE pIONEY BUT DO NOT
'Misses Niona arid Nelte
9Uttetki.
LIKE TO GIVE UP SOME'OF THE THINGS YOU NOW ENJOY,
ria. The statesmen had calculated
Perhaps when Mr. Roosevelt ap- Tuesday night entertained
He is not afraid of confessing to TO DO SO.
ETAG
a
upon the actual fiinancial position of
pointed a business associate ofi Mr. of friends at their home, 226.South this "chine his difficulties—he has
the empire. The factors which deMorgan to Ws official household he Fourth street, complimentary
to never been heard toosy, "I can't talk
cided them were the prosperity of
their lair visitor, .Miss Eura
Home Savings. Bank
over nwiney matters with my wife—it
Cctleti,
had an eye to the national debt and of Mayfie
upsets her."
ld. -It was a,most char
Japan, the uncompromising attitude
wanted some experienced advice as ing affair.
staunch and reliable and it
She
THEY ENABLE YOU TO SAVE WITHOUT NOTICING THE
of Russia and the peaceful advice of
11.1.3:0
1 WOukt be a real grief to her to be shut • DRAIN ON YOUR INCOME.
to how to underwrite the amount.
A SMALL SUM DROPPED INTO"
the pcnvers of the world)
." oitt at any hour of his life.
" Thee is
THE* FREQUENTLY WILL MAKE A LARGE ACCOUNT IN A
Nightly Rehearsals. t •
Mr. Roosevelt has a good eye at all
litt'e discount upon the wisdom of a
Nightly rehearsals are being
Through all the stress and storm SHORT TIME. THEN THE
held
times to the windward it is clear.
by those who will take
man or people who thus view matpart in the, they have been held through deep afY. M. C. A. entert
fection togethen
ters... It is clear that only the hotainsut
Greece and Rouniania are now Kentucky, and prospects Ns.,at,,The 'Together in the widest sense of the
4 Per Cent Interest
are for a
heads and fools of Japan are those
word—their hearts and their spirits
schowliag at each other. The cause very commendable and ,succes
sful have never
among the Nipponese who have
WE PAY ON SAVINGS IS A LARGE HELP. ALL THE INTERsundered.
is the trektrnent by Roumania of pre-entation.
abused the authuraitiea for not conThey would onby count that thing EST YOUR MONEY EARNS IS SHEER GAIN AND IT GROWS
Greek subjects. Ministers have been
a real sorrow which would come be GREATER AS YOUR ACCOUNT GROWS. START SAVING TOail/tang the war with Ru:sa.
SENTENCE SERMONS.
withdrawn and knives are being
DAY. ONE DOLLAR WILL START THE ACCOUNT
therm—Philadelphia Press
sharpened, to enforce demands and
Lives
make the noblest literature.
The life insurance investigation
Getting Down to Our Own Business.
The lust of srioney kills
to protect attacks. A clash seems
the love
now going on in New York is showof men.
near.'
ifig clearly that other companies than
Philade!phis inquirer.)
There is no gaining love
without
With the war question off his mind
the Equitable Society isave been badDisguised as Monk Thirty Years. giving it.
the Premident will now be able to deNo man can do great
ly mismanaged as to the rights
work who vote bs attent
of
ion to our affairs.
cannot
The
wait.
famous monastery of Tziducthe policy .holders at least. The
Among them iv the matter of the
chap ani, in Budapest, has been
No
man
is
utterly
lost
thrown inso long as Panam
ter of'intelligence is to the inreeti- to great excitement
a canal.
by a singular dis- anyone loves him.
A commission of eminent engineers
•
gatioa avhch is printed elsewhere in covery. For thirty years the monas
Too
many
think.
that
a crooked
is
to
meet
soon—
path
engin
eers
tery
from
•niust
has
all
been
be
a broad one.
renowned as the residallier *oilstone today is almost
evi- dence of the
Patience punctures many a pollen parts—and they will take up the subeminent and old Father
- ject carefully.
deiti sufficient to make every life
All the information.
Basile Popovice. From all parts of firms looking obstacle
Prcifiess holder question the value of the country people
Succes
s is sure to him who does the reports and 'the plans up to date
have come in rslwin be brought before them, and they
hts - halding$ for the evidence is grimage to obtain the blessing of this not fear to face failure.
No one ever shares his se' 11-satis- will go into the details. As yet it
,ong hat he atsd his fellow policy monk, whose ascetic life and singular
has not been decided whether the canfaction with any one else.
'111/118bili ire victims of the most ques- virtues were widely known. A few
days ago Father Basle died, aged
Nothing chills the church quicke al' should be constructed with locks,
r
tunable
or should cross at tide. It is probable
if not holdups ninety. The body was given to the than a hot-headed sermon.
zore.4'4 •
that the engineers will arrive at some
etearious, because of size, than monastery servants to be' prepared
The poorest of all churches is
one conclusion,
although it is not improbany common highwayman would dare for interment sad they discovered the where there' are no poor.
monk was a woman.
It is a great loss when a man's able that there wsle be wide difference
passok,mayaicitappertlic it a
r to stoma*.
Ake iavestigation now
.
of opinion.
It was a rule of the monastery that keenness cuts out his kindne
The deeealifd 'am°36'years of age
ss_
on root develops an honestly con- all monks
The decision will riot necessarily be iS
There is more grace in any
should grow beards and
Council, of
secuducted life company. the people will Father Basile had a few hairs on his lar smile than in the
hokieat gviana. followed by the Canal commission or
ns Besides him
The fruits of righteousness do not rather by congress, but a consensus
airPrise and joy in chin, besides his voice was strong and
of the thoughts of great engineers
he worked in the garden till at last grow from the fkrwers of rhetor
(Concluded From Page Ont.)
reason, and if there are not some
The rensaiad were shipped back
ic.
he was regarded as one of the most
A in is sever much nearer heav- wit unquestionably be valuable for
there
pert
fternoon for
"fresh fifish" in the penitertiary of vigorus and active
ti• Apt
members of the en than when he makes a child hap- gnidanoe.
and intended moving therein shortly.
New Yoelitabothe results of the de- fraternity. It is recalled that thirty py.
There is no particular beery. He was associated with Ira sotfs
in
B ied Yesterday.
If .you get your sermons out of There can be a great deal of dig- the business.
velopmenti:Than the laws of New years ago a horrtle murder of a hus-Daniel Tubbs was buried yesterday
band and two children was perpetrat- booth you might as well
leave them ging before a definite decision is res 'His surviving sisters ire Mrs. Jen- aNetapoirt a 4, o'clock at Oak Grove
York will be *Nljinetd of. amend
ment. ed in a remote part of his district. there,
quires,. But just now there is bittle or nie Hall,
of North Fifth street, and cemetery, fer funeral services at the
There is ,a1? lifestion that the investi- The wife disapp
It is always easy to leave ynittr no digging gong on. Very wisely a Mrs. Josephine Smith
eared and was never
, of Metropolis, family JfMlbe in Mechanicsburg.
gation meutialled has failed to
de- found and was believed to have com- purse in your other pants when you general has been called in con- while the children mourning their
s
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.
velop facts which instify speOly acgo to mitseffag.
univerislikas are Mews. John, Aldernorr and ..BIG TAGES FOR BIG RISK
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Employes of Pennsylvania Powder
and Rebecca Grief.
other states against those who have ond night after the
commission of those of the irrscnith.
In, so far as sanitary concrstions are
As Vet no arrangements have been
Factory on Strike.
so outrageously handled the trusts Ithis cr'me and there is strong circumconcer
There are too many
ned, When malaria and fever made
•
rching
for
the
funera
serve
l
s,
but
the
stantia
l evidence that she was the round Jericho on Sunday
UniOntOwn, J'a. dept. .13.—Fift7
in their hands.
an mend- can be driven out the work of actual buret will doubtless 'be under the
murgeress.—Modern Women.
employes of the Oriental Powder
construction can be pushed with Niging its wall all week.
auspices of the camp of Conflederate ctimpany, locate
d two ''' miles front
The national association of dancin
It takes more faith to face your 01.
veterans, with whom he has been as- Pairchance,
g
Jokes He Did Not Write.
and not far from the
foes than it does to pray for the help
masters—a self-appointed body
sociated so closely for many years Rand powder works,
of
of 'heavenly hosts.
which blew up
Hours for the Children.
course—has resolved that the twopast. Interment will occur at Oak Ism Saturday, went
(Nilrxtern Society.)
It.
out on a strike
The man who seeks a refuge from
The hours that even the busy wo- Grove cemetery.
step as a dance must he relega
"Who is that fellow in the shire trouble will be always runnin
yesterday
ted to
g and man gives her children must not be
•••••mMiliPMdm•
box who is laughing so heartily?" never finding rest.
The Inv struck for an increaset of
• back seat and obscurity.
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s
wages,
author
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a demand belng made for atthe piece."
• don't like the dance and;
not hope to gain a place In their
therefore, it
Yesterday morning at
"Rather had taste."
64/tick most twice the amount they now re
whch is a republic in a lit- lives unless one gives them the best there
must be tabooed is their
died at the Riverside hospital, reive. The recent explosion
"Not at all Ise sever heard the eral sense of the
decision
at ,he
word, has no pris- of one's self. The chief point is nev- Mrs. Rosa
Sorrit time since the national
Council, who was &ought Rand powder works is said to have
comedian', jokes before."
ons and no policemen.
he'ti
er
to
when
red"
you
. are with there the afternoon before from caused much uneasiness among
• eintio nof musici
ans, or some sinrthe
your children. It is a difficult task, Smishland which was her home. She men.
• '
illiarly /ranted body, declared that
i •
but you will live to regret it in their
ragtime sneak 'was a travesty
merciless criticism if you grudge the
on
time you give. • And so one should
melody and that it should not be tolnever let anything interfere with cererated as musk in any circle. This
tain hours of companionship, rides or
was a year or so since and Yet there
walks, or evening talks. However
is more lip* music to be heard
busy one his to be, one can fit these
in somehow if one makft up one's
now then err before arid it or similar
mind to do so.
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Denry's
Deadache

Stages Yesterday.
Cairo
12.9 0.2 fill
Chattanooga ...
0.3 rile fib
Cincinnati
7.0 9.5 fell
Evansville .... ....
7.o 0.5 rise
Florence-missing.
Johnsonvili•e ....
3.2 0.1 fall
Give safe, prompt and positive
THE ELKS BUILDING COM- PREFERRED AGAINST ELMOR 'Louisville .... ..
3.5 0.1 fall
E
relief for a nervracking, head
PANY MAKE A NUMBER
Mt. Carmel ...... ..
TOWNSEND WILL BE
3.1 cie fall
Splitting headache.
They
QF CHANGES.
Nashville ..... ...:
SENT HERE.
9.9 ...stand E. H. SHEMWELL AND E. B. CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
Pittsburg
6.4 ...stand' COX OF MARSHALL ,COUNCHURCH HAVE SEVERAL
•s
Davis Island Dam
TY GOT BAD.
8.a . „stand 1
IN VIEW,
It 4)
They Think By Their Alterations the The Frankfort Telegram
St. Louis
12.7 1.6 fall
Ordered
Mt. Vernon ....
Proposed Cost is Reduced By
6.t ...stand
Penes Caldwell to Hold Up DisPaducah
About $5,000.
...stand There Was Yesterday Arrested Wm. The W. C. T. U. Meets This
6.o
charge of Townsend.
Aftere
.
4- Smith Who Was Cut By Ed
noon at Baptist Church-Rev.
The Royal went to Golconda yesMild Or severe
Panley on Labor Day.
headaches,
Bass Starts Meeting.
terday.•
acute Or chronic headaches,
The plans for the building of the
Mr. James S. Caldwell, the captain
, The steamer Warren left yestersick, nervous or neuralgia headElks were out down considerable last of the
Wheeler Guards before they day morning for Cairo in place of
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_There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary
Coal.
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•

4
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Second iind'4%to Streets.

KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
(INt 12POR
A T D.
)

C. M. BUDD, Manager.

Both Telephone Numbers 254

Ant

IN WEST KENTUCKY EDGAR Ly.t WHITTEMOkE, EXCURSIONS
St. Louis and Tennessee River Packet company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.

SHOOTING AND CUTTING AFFRAY IN GRAVES NEAR
MELBER.

NUMBER BOXES

LET OFF LIGHT

$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.

A Victim of the Obion, Tenn., Railroad Wreck Buried in Hickman County.

NEW ORDER FOR PERSONS ON BRUCE GILLUM DEPARTED
FROM THE CITY WITHOUT
RURAL ROUTES.
s

(Mayfield Messenger, lath.)
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The county fair at tiv'S place on Ocand rest; good service, good table,
tober 4, 5 and 6 promises to be a
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Carriers Are Instructed to See That
grand
success.
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the Change is Made by Septem- • Sanitary Inspector Webb Had Large
Mr. Jim Morton, aged. about 65
For other information apply to Jas.
bet 3oth.
Number of Petple Warranted
years, died Monday morning at his
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
for Not Cleaning Up.
home in Vulton creek of typhoid flux.
Brown, agent.
He leaves a wife and two grown
Posunaster Fisher has received
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IADUCAH REAL ESTATV.. WESTERN KENTUCKY PARIAS. EASY'
from Fourth Assistant Postmaster
In the police court yesterday mornd3ob Gardner, who had the misforIIICINTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
General P. V. De Grays an order re- ing .Bruce Gillum was fined $x and tune to break a linvb last week, anet
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRSCE UST
quiring the numbering of the mail costs for being drunk, and the pen- who has suffered considerable pain,
FREE TO EVERYBODY, SEND FOR LT.
boxes along the rural routes. The alty then suspended by Lawyer Dave is now greatly Unproved and rapidly
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numbering
£DG 5
W. warrrEmoas..Padwah.
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earrate handling of mail by rural
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218-220 Court street. Old phone 1316.
(Concluded litorn Third Page.)
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regulation box reached by the carrieta against him.
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a
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require tolong Lifii to earn otherwise,
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ing them with .not I keeping thee ty in which he is tioiesi confined in the in December, 1898, the New York'
The numbers applied will be report- premises in a clean condition after county jail. It will be remembered Life purchased' from' a syddicate
by protecting his. life in the Northed to the postmaster of the distribut- being instracted to do so: Katie that Mrs. Beck went outts Arkansas $875,00ti in. bond* of the Toronto,
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except
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pany in America. \
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Boxes approved under order 739, Patterson, Rosa Clark, Will Harris,
A difficulty occurred last Sunday bond/ were sold back to the syndicate
Diry Hot Air Baths given wissei4sand non-approved boxes erected prior Walter McLane, Mary White, Joe near Melber. Sam Hickman, a well- at the same price, and on July 31
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his
cabin.
dr; who had other meant, in the race.
Lake Qtrileigarriond, near Worcester.
is aoo miles west of Honolulu? 'Do A ROOM, SID1 WALL, CEILING AND BORDER
TO MATCH
They argued that "woman was liMrs. Desn'm .husband, Lewis Dean, "'George,' said Hoskins to me, you know that Alaska has almost
'there's
something
wrong
Taint
here.,
thrown
it
and injured. Finable to be
not eepecially interested in horses.
two and a half times as much coast FOR THE SMALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLOally Mire. Man had her way. She got i but he is exceedingly proud of his in nature for a girl like that to mar- lins as the' rest of the United States?
a great hand when she appeared in t t wfe's accomplithments. Mrs. Dean ry a non that looks ae though he was The panhandle of Alaska includes RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
livided skirt ang white and gold werst ewers has ridden to the hounds a ragbag struck by lightning. Mark t,000 miles in inland sea, protected ROLL, WE WILL SELL
YOU AT ONLY xaic PER SINGLE ROLL,
rid cap.
with the members of the Grafton my words, George, that poor girl's by a range of Islands.
been
forced
into
this
engagement
by The Yukon carries as much water OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
"I was a bit nervous when I rode County Glob, and i% acknowledged to
But I won't as the Mississippi. It rises within
out ent the track," she said. 'It was be the finest 'horsewoman in the club. her cruel parents.
my first race in public. I realiredl She weigh* 120 pounds and keeps stand by and see her sacrificed.'
thirty miles of the -Pacific and tray- DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, zoo 15c, aot
"Aftet- that he took extra care of ets 3.000 miles to the Behring sea.
that a woman riding with profeseioal her hair, which is early, cropped erste
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
joIties was an unprecedented sight.!close to es-event its blowing into her her. She spent more time than ever The mouth of the Yukon is ninety
on the bridge and when she wasn't miles wide. As is
In the bit of a w-arming up I gave leyes.
the Amazon's TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
up there he was down on the deck mouth, you may ascend
it on a clear
with her. It was exactly a* he tos- day and see
DESIGNS IN CORNICE
AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL
no shore.
pected—at least she told him 90. The
From Cape Prince of Wales, AmOR AND LOVELY AFTRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL?
engagement had been of her parents' er
making and she had come to set not only thirty-two
miles of the Reining COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
to escape—she really was very fond strait.
The 'culvert-if" penguin, one of the man. These "emperors" of the pen- of Mr. Wilson—but to find out whetfa I
_yen railways are in operation or JAPAN'ESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DEdiscoveries of Capt. Scott's recent guin world live upon the great girdle et- her feelings would stand the testber
nu- constructed.
The most fainantartic expedition, was the subject of pack ice that surrounds the ant- of time and absence.
Ions is the Skagway-Yukon connect- SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
"Wilson paid no attention to the
of an interesting illustrated :lecture arctic continent, land ahem to delink of 140 mile,.
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WINby Dr. Vrilion before the recent or- pend mainly for their food on erns- flirting of the captain and the girl., Alaska's canal salmon output is estip
nithologieal congress in London. tate/ins caught in the ere:rice, of the At Singapore they were togethee on timated this year at Sto,00aceici.
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOFING
/1t I One-sixth of the members of
The bird stands about four feet high, ice. The female lays a solitary egg, the bridge. Wilson came up tv.highs eighty pounds or more, and Which is caught on the great web companion, shaven and in a clean camp Nome, Artic Brotherhood, are PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
with its black coat and erect posture feet, so that it 'lever touches the ice, white drill suit. He touched his hat.11ie-co
graduates.—World's Work.
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
has, when seen at a distance, a truly and is held there covered with the "'What do you want?" the old man
said.
startling resemblance to a dwarf mother's body until hatching occurs.
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
More Power for the Executive.
"'Short leave, sir,' the engineer
replied, 'I want to go ashore to
(Baltimore Sun.)
OBSERVATIONS.
Some young innocents tell tales as get married.'
The tendency of the times—and it
transparent as their lingerie waists.
"Mary gave a start and I saw her is written
as plainly as the handwritDon't learn too much about your
In despising a ear soinehow one face flush. Hoskins was puzzled. He
ing that Belshazzar read upon the
pet hero, if you desire to keep horn on always feels "excused" from the love- got the idea from the chap's manner
wall—is to restrict the legislative
the imaginary tfleone.
thy-neighbor-as-thyself command.
that there was someone else on shore arm of
the government and give
When a percon takes undue pains to and that he was doing this to punish
When a woman relates how slow
more power to the executive; to
she was as an infant to learn to talk, assert "If there is anything I am not, the girl for the way she'd treated bin),make the law more and more the
Hubby invariably intimates that she it is that," "that" is usually just what on the voyage.
'creature of the man. Three times
he or she s.
"'It'd be hard to keep you from in succession ruebag made up for it since.
presidential camPersisns Who make a great ado Too bad, too bad, that the square that,' he said, 'you may go.'
paigns have been battles for and
"Wilson
touched his cap again. against a man, and strevrly but surely
when anyone mentions any of their person often feels a wild desire to
short-comings often have a great tal- change about and do some 'doing" in 'Now' then, Mary, he said :'come the voters of the United states are
ent for exploiting the moats in the exchange for being done.
!ceasing to ask, Is this doctrine sound?
"'I won't,' said the girl indignant- and, Ti that one false? and
eyes of others.
learning
ly.
'the
idea!'
Clothes are to a beauty What a rich
"banquet" jormerly
The word
to say to themselves, Is this man
"'Very well,' said Wilson, 'hut just honest' and, Is
binding is to a treatored book.
men n t desert.
that one a chasjatan'
listen to me for a minute, my girl.
It. is interesting to speoolate upon WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW WHAT YOU
I'm here now and I'm willing to tare
the possibilities of this national tenWANT.
you on shore and merry you before dency. As long
• .s
as we are prosperthe corned. If you don't like it, then ous and at peace
there seems to be
It Is pretty well understood that you can buy your school books and
I shall consider myself free again. If no risk
of danger in giving the ex- supplies from us at a better advantage than from any other
you think I haven't noticed your bestore in Paecutive a free rein. But in time of
havior on this ship you're mistaken. stress a man
ducah.
Hundreds
of
customers
believe/
this and tell thel rfriencht about
of the .heroic mold
A girl like you wants kyoking aftet, might ccm veil
such privileges by It. Why not try us once? Bring us your old school books. We buy
sand when I'm your husband I'm go- courtesies into
privileges by right. everyone that has any value.
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INTELLIGENT WOMEN PREPARE
74+++++++++-x-x-i•++++444-:-:'Dangers and Pain of This Critical Period

Illinois Central Railroad

•

ii"Mett L.

PRETTY WOMAN JOCKEY
RIDES HER•OWN HORSES

Special Sale
On Wall Paper.

About the King of

penguins

C.C.LEE

Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.

Full Supply of The Ncw School
Books at Harbour's Book Department

?,

•
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SPIC

IABOUT THE PEOPLE THE KENTUCKY POPULAR WANTS Oood for "Tha
t 4- Thirsty feeling"

TELEPHONE 548.
- Good spices are interesting to every housekeeper. The very ptinaoaa
Mr. Patrick Halloran, of Cedar
pure, fresh spices,—the best the marFOR SALE—Good Ames runabout
WHEN YOU'RE THIRSTY, OR HOT, OR PERSPIRING
kets of the world affords,—appeals Bluff, arrived in the city last evenand harness. Apply to H. H. Lov—OR ALL THREE ROLLED INTO ONE--JUST ORDER
ing.
to everyone.
ing.
A GLASS OF
Mr. Charles Reed, Miss Emma
We have just received a shipment
from Bennett, Simpaost & Co., Lon- Reed and Mks. Harry G. Tandy reWANTED---White cook; good
OF
don, Eng., for 18 year's the world's turned' yesterday from Chicago.
home
and liberal wages.
The
pply 327
Dainty
Comedienne,
Miss Fannie Collins, of Cairo, is
largest importers of pure spices, inSouth Fourth street.
visiting
her
.brother,
Mr. Harry Colcluding Malabar Black Pepper, the
•
finest grade of pepper known to com- lins.
FOR SALE— New cal bewerer,
MY. Roscoe Bailey, of Jackson,
merce; Pinang "Nutmegs." (These
Majestic,
only used six months,
Ntiss., is here visiting his mother,
In
nutmegs are unlimed.)
cheap. Apply 706 Broadway.
Mrs.
Paul
Mary
Wilstach's
Bailey,
and
Comedy
brother,
of the South
Mr.
'
f Nato! Cayenne Pepper; Malabar
Arthur Bailey, the newspaper man.
White Pepper, Genuine Hungarian
• FOR RENT—A store house and
Paprica; Jamacia Allspice; Borneo The former is connected with a Jackresidence above, at 1103 South Third
son paper.
I
IT CURES THAT THIRSTY FEELillkr QUICK AS A.
,Ginger; Amboyna Cloves, etc.
street. Apply at 705 rentucky
Miss Sallie MicLeskey, of Sturgis,
WINK.
avenue.
Select Company of Player!,
Ky., is visiting Mrs. J. A. Harth.
IF YOU WANT A REFRESHING DRINK
Mrs. Sarah Nicholls has gone to Original Complete Production and
OF
THE
WANTED—A position as sales
BEST SEER YOU EVER TASTED, SAT "B L
Cairo to visit her sister, Mrs. C. A.
Accessories.
V Elrdy
or
trimmer,
with
experience
in
Weis.
DERE" TO Tine MAN BEHISD THE BAR'.
Everything Carried Complete.
willinery
or department store. Have
Mr. John Slaughter and wife went
bc(n in Cincinnati four weeks sip&
MANAGEMENT OF
SAME PRICE AS COMMON MM.
yesterday
Cedar
to
Bluff,
Ky.,
to
visit
Prescriptions called for and-deliving the styles. Will work reasona
D. L. WILLIAMSON,
Operator Frank, Slaughter, of the I.
ered to any part of the city. •
Prices 35, 35, 50, 75 eoo and eso. able. Apply at eat South Fourth.
C. at that point.
Phones No. ifio.
Seats
on sale Monday 9 .a m.
MP.
Will
Martin
returned
yestera
FOR RENT: Second and third'
day from a drumming trip to Hardin.
Cot. 4th and BreedWaY,
floore of building on corner Third.
Mr. Buck Hount returned to EddyPADUCAH,
and Kentucky avenue; also roorhs on
KENTOCKY•
vile yesterday.
first floor suitable for business ofMr. Roscoe Reed went to Oxford,
fice
at very reasonable prices. H.
Thursday Morniagiaagat re 1905.
Ohio.; yesterday to relume &liege
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Mammen, Jr.
imara•—ai
studies,
M. R. D. MacMillen, of St. Louis, MISS EMMA ACKER
RETURNFOR SALE—A two-story frame
arrived litre yesterday to take a
ED FROM PORTLAND,
dwelling, seven rooms, lane recepplace in the business office of the
OREGON.
tion hall, hot and cold water, good
•
Sun. His wife joins him Saturday
out
buildings, nice yard with shade
She was formerly Miss Mae Higtrees. Wil Se?! on terms to suit putgins and often visited here.
•
The ijuk4s14141ty, Cp;4114 FraPupils Are Cresting Down Good to chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
Major
James H. Ashcraft left yesternity Building. Old phone 851.
Studies—Deaf Mutes Taken
924 North Seventh street. New
terday for Cincinnati to attend a
Mrs. Dorian's private sc.hool will
to SchooL
phone No. 63o.
meeting of the national commissionopen September ,tti ,.a
ers for Shiloh park. He is a memCall for the "BluE' 'School Lists"
'
WANTED--Attive agents to banber of the body.
at Harbour's Book Dept.
Miss
Emote
Acloer
has returned die Rind, McNefFy & Co.'s reversible
BROADWAY,
Secretary Herbert Hoover, of the
Buy yorytt tchool books and supP. T. M. C., will return today from from her trip to the Portland, Ore- map of U. SI and world; size 46366
The
Leading
Licensed Pawnffroker of
flies early_iie Harbour's Book Dept.
gon exposition, and yesterday morn- inches; printed' in eleven colors.
Jackson, Tenn.
Mrs. E. 41%.1 Whiteside'', osteopath, Dr.
,
Paducah.
Frank, M. Bourne has return- ing took charge of her departmental Large scale county map of United
609 1-3 Broadway; Phones, Old i434
work
at
the
on
Washingto
States
side,
one
n
world map on reMbney to loanion all personal valuables, Diaschool
ed from spending a month at Lawand Nes5.361. _
building on West Broadway. She got verse. New plan of work great asrenceburg, Ky.
monds, Watches, Guns, Pistols, Etc.
—WiltiePW-W'liatns has been apMessrs Robert Acker and Vaughan delayed en route back home and sistance. Men making $30 per week.
pointed poetagaster at Aurora, Mat- Dabney yesterday went
could
not arrive tbe opening day; Address Rand; McNally dr Co., ChicaAl Business Sitictly Confidential.
to Lexington,
.2, shall cony id Joseph C. Eischen Ky., to resume their
studies at the last Monday, hence since that time 1 go, Ilr.
•
riaMed'itt , et 'fear ruraloute No. state college.
Bargains in tlaredssaaaar Pledges.
her work has been divided up between
I
.
_
ouk.. coltiiii*Offe Ballard county,
the
other
instructors
having
conWATCHES AND JEWELRY REPAIRED AT HALF PRICE.
MTS. H. P. Sights
has returned
TAXPA-VER.S' NOTICE.
• avit,la_Jajjoi Arrington as substitute.
from visiting Mrs. clacence Martin, nection with the departmental studies
antBroadwaY
Broadway
of Greenville, Ky.
Paducah, Ky., September 1, 19o5.
—Fair weather is the pernise for
Deaf Mute School.
INir9. Charles ;Brower is preparing
You are hereby notified that all
todayi yesterda)r was very pleasant. to move to Mayfield and reside.
Yesterday morning Professor W01persons owning, or having in their
• —7a .James Eaker was able to be
Alk. Thomas Lovelace and wife ham Robinson, of the deaf mute
up yesterday after a several days' went to 'Flajdwell yesterday for sev- school at Danville, Ky., left for that possession, or under their control as
agent, guardian, or committee, execsere()usirli.
place having in charge the followeral days.
utor, administrator, curator, trustee,
—The dials of the clock at the city
Mr. Clarence Milam went to Fulton ing mutes who will attend the insti- receiver, commission
er or otherwise,
hall are in a very bad cpridition and and Princeton yesterday.
tution:
realty, tangible or intangible personpmbabilities are that bids will shortArnold Fuqua,
,Mr. WO.'Kennedy was in Kuttawa
Paducah; Otto al property, on
the isth day of Seply be taken' from parties to have yesterday' kin Jausinesa.
Jones, Paducah; C. McClure, Padutember, are required on or before the
same fixed. They need repairing in
Schuita, Paducah; rst
Miss Jennie Young has gone to cah; Matthew
day of October to give the assessgeneral and considerable improve- Mayfield
visit Mrs. John Ridge- John McGarrigal, Paducah; Grace or a true and
complete list of same,
Yarbro, Paducah; Delia Duplep.
ment could :be male upon them.
way. ,
with true cash valve thereof, as of the
Smithland;
Myrtle Aday, Pa
—Yesterday at the postr,ffice buildBell and Mr. Sam
15th day of September, under oath,
ing tivil service examinations were Cunningham, of Spray, Ky., passed Dora Sinuns, Hardin„ and
ie upon
forms to be furnished on appliGeorge,
Murray.
held for veteeinitry surgeon, asvistInt through here yesterday bound for
cation by said aseeesor at his office,
surgeon, local boiler inspectvr and Mietropolis, where they married.
and that all merchants of the city
Change Not Made.
Constable A. C. Shelton fiat returndraftsman 'in the geoditic survey.
'doing
business for themselves or othThe matter of converting 4uperinr
There was only one applicant for ed froili a business trip to Mayfield.
ers shall in like manner and in additendent
Lieb's
private
Mr. Harry Storre and bride, of
office
•each place.
to ot
tion thereto, state the highest amount
—Rev. T. J. Owen will neat Satur- Central City, are here on their bridal room foe thc overflow of
In value of goods, wares, and merchpupils,
has
not
been
actect.,O
yet,
day begin in the western part of the tour visiting Mrs. Rudolph Kittinger.
Mr. Ben Wright and daughter, Mrs. as the rush incidental to opeh •g of 14nd4ie owned or kept on hand for
county, an "arbor" rd l gionsilkieeting
D. A Safford. of Mayfield, were here school. has not quieted down yet, and *sale by said merchants, durOsg 'the
that continues for one week.
yesterday visiting pc and Mrs. D J. 4ie has not had time to male the three months next preceding such
necessary change which ;OH be ef- tatb day of September.
Foster/oaf Jefferson street.
MAN GETS A NEW FACE.
•
Prompt attention to this will save
P- I
fected though, within the heat frw
property
owners additional cost.
days.
may
It
be
that
they
will
wait
41VESTI
GATION.
An old soldier of 187o has been goSTEWART DICK, Assessor.
until Saturday, so the desks an be
ing about Paris for thirty years with
Office Room 9, City Halk
no features, erts, ekatelms lips and Conductor Starr Milam Resumes His put in without other rooms being
Approved, D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
disturbed.
"- Ana Out of This City.
nose, having en/Terve iieverely by the
explpsion of a shell. Modern science
Bargains for Everybody.
Down To liudies:
Although the investisation at Fulhas restored his face A mask was
Those
who fail to attend the aucThe
pupils
thetchool
of
s
are
now
ton
.iato
Obion,
the
awful
Tenn.,
made,, part of silver, part of wax,
tion
down
sale
of ho?ks, stationery, etc.,
at
their
studies
good
alad
tli
neatly,tinted, two eyes in enamel, an wreck has not been entirely comthe
at
Paducah
recitations
Music store are missthy,
far
show
We Write Anything in Insuranc e
die*
are
pleted,
still
it
has
gone
enough
far
-...-excelleut nose, and serviceable lips
to exonerate Conductor Starr Milam entering the term with eagerness and ing many good bargains. Large
,
in rubber.
Phoeem Office MAS—ltesi den 1696
of responsibility foi the mishap, as intent as to learning, as their Work i crowds were present at both sales Offica306,11roadieray
he returned yesterday from Fulton beginning to show already, notwith- yesterday and nearly everyone went
Driver Thrown Out.
/
standing the studies they are taking away with tome article purchased at
tp a wagonout and resumed his run, the authorities
up are new to them.
a price almost equat to nothing. Atatm
oet yea te d a m
y e and tebling him not to feel anyways un•
tend' this sate today:
come
easy
and
out
and
take
back
here
caused the mules attached thereto to
American
Inn.
run away and throw out the driver, hit train as usual.
Cheese.
Yesterday the Brotherhood of LoMr. Henry Cornilland, and his left
Yesterday afternoon the Charity
Just received the following cheese,
leg was irainfully hurt as a result. com,otive Firemen paid to Mrs. Eliza- club met
with Mrs. William MOM ich. nice and fresh: Pineapple, imported
FOR YOUR DINNER.
The vegetable and greenery contents beth Smith of Baldwell, the $1,500 in- of Eleventh and Jefferson streets,
domestic
Swiss,
Swiss,
to
Roeueford,
,
35. tiVRON DAY EXCHFIT SUNDAY:.
()lithe vehicle were scattered over the surance held in the brotherhood by again consider the proposition
mad Brick, Limberger and McLaren'
Fireman Milton Smith, why was killz x:30 urarru. 2 P. M.
theraugh-fare.
ed during the Obion wreck last week. them by the traveling men to take cheese; also Malaga grapes, fine
DINNER SUNDAY, WINR IDICLUDIeD 504, 13 :12 to 2,
e
charge of the Arnerkan Inn during peaches, plums and basket grapes, all
Ball Bat.
Hit
fall
the
festival.
fine
They
fruit.
discussed
Jake
Biederman
Grocery
the
KICKED ON LEG.
Willities, the son oE Officer fienify
proposition thoroughly and will know and Baking Co., Seventh street.
,ls suffering from a gash freer
by tomorrow morning Whether or no
s eye caused by getting *truck ac- Boy Named Sneed Got Hurt Dur- they wilt finally accept the offer. I
Galvanized Rubber Roofing warCollision
ing
Yesterday.
deata/ly with a bat.in the hands of
is- considered about sure that they ranted for steep or flat roof or oyes,
his.(brother Dayd while they were
old istringlee, require, no, coating or"
afternoon a boy named
Yesterday
playieg ball.
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co., Chi•
GENERAL INSURATillE AN D REAL, ESTA7 E
Sneed was painfully hurt on the leg
AGENCY. SPEC.
Methodist College People.
cago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
by the 'horse he was driving on South
TAL
ATTENTI
TO
ON
/I'LL
CLASS
OF
The
committee
GUARA'
having
in charge agents.
•ITY BONDS.
Sixth street in front of the Franklin
DON'T ASK YOUR PR/MINDS—WE FURNI SH SECURIT
ychool house. The lad was driving procurance of the new Methodist
Y,
the vehicle down the thoroughfare college for this city, will meet again President Roosevelt will receives no
OLD PHONE NO. sod.
afternoon
this
at
the
Charoffice
of
when
caller,
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
30th.
until
the
from
now
when there came bowling along the
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
street car in charge of Counductor ley Wheeler, on the top fhabr of the he returns to Valsarliington. lie
wants more rest.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
Cowell and Motorman Smith. The Fraternity building.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU- horse attached to the wagon got
BLES.
scared at the car and hacked into
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE came The lad leaped from the rig
tao SOUTH Tlibitia ST,
PADUCAH, KV
WEAK ANp SICKLY TO PER- and was . kicked on the leg by the
FECT HgALTH.
•
horse and painfully hurt. He was
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG sent home after the injury was dressSTORES.
ed by doctors.
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E. G. BOONE,

Lemon Chill Tonic
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FULL LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING 14AliERIAL.

Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co.

1- Pro
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ever •
dared
sian."

INCOR.PDXATED.

Both 'Phones 295.

Prompt Delivery

Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
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